
Future trends - By roger gudoBBa

On Intelligence – Part 3
The quest to understand the brain and build intelligent machines is a worthy 
endeavor.

Can We Build Intelligent Machines? Yes, but they may not be what you expect. Although, it 
may seem like the obvious thing to do, Jeff Hawkins doesn’t believe we will build intelligent 
machines that act like humans, or even interact with us in human like ways. There were 

countless science fiction stories about powerful computers that spontaneously became self-aware 
and then turned on their organic masters. The prospect of machines that can think and act on their 
own has worried people for a long time. Robots are a concept born of the industrial revolution and 
refined by fiction, but are going to remain fictional for a very long time. 

There are a couple of reasons for that. First, the human mind is created not only by the neocortex 
but also by the emotional systems of the old brain and by the complexity of the human body. Second, 
given the cost and effort that would be necessary to build and maintain humanoid robots, it is difficult 
to see how they could be practical.

Why Build Intelligent Machines? As information devices, brainlike memory systems are going 
to be among the most useful technologies we have yet developed. But like cars and computers, they 
will only be tools. There are two lines of thought that may be helpful. One is to envision the very 

near-term uses for brainlike memory systems, 
the obvious, but less interesting, things to try 
first. The second approach is to think about the 
long-term trends.

Let’s start by looking at some areas that 
AI tried to tackle but couldn’t solve. So called 
natural language interfaces have been a goal 

for computer scientists for many years. If you tried to use speech recognition 10 years ago to enter 
text on a personal computer, you know how dumb it could be. The recognition error rates were high. 
On a personal digital assistant (PDA) you may have wanted back then to say, “Move my daughter’s 
basketball game to ten on Sunday morning.” This kind of thing would have been impossible with 
traditional AI. Even if the computer could recognize every word, for it to complete the task it might 
need to know where your daughter goes to school, that you probably meant the coming Sunday and 
maybe what a basketball game is because the appointment might only say “Menlo vs. St. Joe.” But 
computers can’t perform these tasks because they don’t understand what is being said. They match 
auditory patterns to word templates by rote, without understanding what the words mean.

Imagine if you learned to recognize the sounds of individual words in a foreign language, but 
not the meaning of the words. You were then asked to transcribe a conversation. You have no 
idea what it is about, but you try to pick out the words in isolation. The words overlap and you 
find it extremely difficult to separate words and recognize them. These obstacles are what speech 
recognition software struggled with back then. Yet humans perform many language-related tasks 
easily because our cortex understands not only words but sentences and the context within which 
they are spoken. We anticipate ideas, phrases and individual words. Our cortical model of the world 
does this automatically.

As Jeff stated back then, “even though it may be many years before we build an intelligent 

The ultimate uses of a new technology are 
often unexpected and more far-reaching 
than our imagination can at first grasp.
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machine that understands language as well as you and I do, we 
will be able, in the near term, to improve on the performance 
of existing speech recognition systems by using cortical-like 
memories. We can expect that cortex like memory systems 
will transform fallible speech recognition into robust speech 
understanding”. The current work done at IBM with Watson, 
the new computer chips and the introduction of Siri by Apple 
is just the beginning of improvement in natural language 
processing.

Our Future

As I close out this series on artificial intelligence and the 
workings of the human brain, I would like to say that there is no 
reason that an intelligent machine should look, act or sense like 
a human. What makes it intelligent 
is that it can understand and interact 
with its world via a hierarchical 
memory model and can think about 
its world in a way analogous to how 
you and I think about our world. 

Jeff fully expects intelligent 
machines to improve life in all sorts 
of ways. Our natural inclination is 
to imagine that a new technology 
will be used to do the same kinds 
of things as a previous technology. 
We imagine using a new tool to 
do something familiar, only faster, 
more efficiently, or more cheaply. The ultimate uses of a new 
technology are often unexpected and more far-reaching than 
our imagination can at first grasp.

thinking MOrtgage

Let’s look at some examples of how different technologies have 
reshaped the mortgage industry in some unexpected ways.

1. Automated underwriting: Everyone thought it was going 
to mechanize underwriting and be the end of physical, human 
underwriters. Instead it has become a powerful tool in the 
arsenal of underwriters to approve vanilla loans more easily so 
they can focus on the more difficult loans. Also, it’s being used 
in an unexpected way today to get troubled borrowers into the 
right loan modification program.

2. SMART Docs: Everyone thought that this was going to be 

the way to automate documents and move the industry closer to 
full e-closings. The unexpected result was that SMART Docs 
still focuses too much on the document itself, but because it 
embraces XML it enables truly proactive vendors like CSi to 
take this concept of “automated” docs even further. How? By 
understanding that what makes a loan sound is the data behind 
it, not the document. So, if you use XML data as your starting 
point you can dynamically create the document necessary for 
that unique transaction.

3. UAD: The GSEs are mandating that the appraisal now 
be delivered as XML data. On the surface this may seem 
like a base approach at efficiency, but this opens up a lot of 
unexpected possibilities that did not exist in a paper world. 
Just think about it: What happens with all this valuation data? 

There are so many ways that the data 
can be used to create more efficient 
AVMs, as a due diligence tool to 
prevent fraud and as quality control 
tool to evaluate the accuracy of future 
appraisals and individual appraisers.

Summary: In Jeff Hawkins’ 
opinion, the true benefit and 
excitement of a new technology 
is in finding uses for it that were 
inconceivable before. He sees 
four attributes where aspects of 
brainlike memory systems will scale 
dramatically beyond our biological 

brains. 1) Intelligent machines will be able to think as much 
as a million times faster than the human brain, 2) Despite the 
impressive memory capacity of a human cortex; intelligent 
machines can be built to surpass it by large margins. 3) 
Intelligent machines containing chips and memory could be 
replicated endlessly and share components of learning. 4) 
Intelligent machines could perceive the world through any 
sense. Sonar, radar and infrared vision are obvious examples. 
But they may only be the beginning.

a Final thOught

There is a saying in the high-tech world that change takes 
longer than you expect in the short term but occurs faster than 
you expect in the long term. Certainly the mortgage industry is 
not an exception to this rule. ❖
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We would be 
foolish to think 

we can predict 
the revolutionary 
applications of 

brainlike memory 
systems.
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